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Nonreciprocal Electromagnetic Wave Propagation

in Ionized Gaseous Media*
L. GOLDSTEIN~

Summary—The nonreciprocal propagation of electromagnetic

waves in ionized gaseous media is discussed, and experimental ob-

servations are reported in this paper. The classical Faraday experi-

ment in the optics of anisotropic media has suggested an analogous

phenomenon at microwave frequencies. The anisotropic behavior of

the free electron gas which is immersed in a magnetic field and sub-

jected to an incident electromagnetic wave is determined. Guided

microwave experiments were performed which contirm the theoreti-

cal predictions of nonreciprocal wave propagation in such ionized

gases.

INTRODUCTION

T

HIS PAPER is concerned with propagation of

high radio frequency electromagnetic waves in

ionized gases. More particularly, we shall be con-

cerned here with those general restricted conditions of

the ionized gaseous media under which such wave propa-

gation is nonreciprocal,

Before describing the properties of such media, it ap-

pears advisable to review in broad terms the main his-

torical aspects of wave propagation effects which led to

the discovery of the conditions of nonreciprocity in em

wave propagation. We are referring here to the phe-

nomenon observed by Faraday (in 1845) in the course

of his studies of the change in the properties of matter

under the influence of magnetic fields. In these investi-

gations Faraday used visible light as a probe. Since

visible light was used to investigate the change in the

bulk properties of matter, this had to be transparent to

the light beam so that true propagation in the medium

could take place. This requirement led, first, to the use

of glass, a transparent dielectric. As is well known, the

effect consists of the rotation of the plane of polarization

of the plane polarized light waves that are transmitted

through the substance when it is immersed in a longi-

tudinal steady magnetic field. This rotation, in sub-

stances isotropic when not immersed in magnetic fields,

was found to be maximum when the direction of the

light wave propagation was parallel or antiparallel with

the direction of magnetization.

In 1884, A. Kundt performed the Faraday type ex-

periment by sending light waves through appropriate

thicknesses of ferromagnetic metallic foils that were im-

mersed in longitudinal magnetic field. The Faraday ef-

fect in paramagnetic substances was first observed in

1906 by J. Becquerel.

While the first observations were made with visible

light, the phenomenon has later been extended to very

broad regions of the em spectrum on both sides of the

visible. Looking back at these original experiments,
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among the most significant facts appears to be that

which concerns the magnitude of the measured rota-

tions.l

The systematic experiments of Verdet with a large

number of substances transparent to visible light, per-

formed in 1854 and following years, have indicated, as

a rule, the proportionality of the rotation angle with the

magnetic field intensity and the total (optical) path of

the medium traversed by the liglht waves.

o = V.. H.L. Cosrja (1)

Here If is the magnetic field, L is the total light path, @

is the angle of H with the direction of wave propagation,

and V. is a constant of proportionality characteristic of

the substance. This constant is known as the Verdet

constant. This relation appears to be valid for all sub-

stances which are transparent to the light waves used,

The Faraday -Verdet rule, however, loses its validity for

light waves whose frequency is close to a proper fre-

quency or absorption band of the substance.

It is another historical fact that the Faraday effect

has not been satisfactorily interpreted until the dis-

covery of the Zeeman effect some fifty years after the

original Faraday experiments.

The interpretation of the Faraday effect, as is now

well known, makes use of the Zeeman effect, and it is

based on the Fresnel decomposition of a linearly polar-

ized em wave into two circularly polarized waves where

the Fresnel vectors are of equal amplitudes and which

rotate in opposite senses, at the frequency of the wave.

This mathematical “artifice” introduced by Fresnel was

instrumental in interpreting the natural rotation phe-

nomena of plane polarized light that was observed i n

birefringent crystals prior to Faraday’s magnetic rota-

tion discovery.

The oppositely rotating circularly polarized waves

propagate in the medium with different velocities (phase

and energy). If N+ is the index of refraction of the wave

rotating to the right of an observer looking at the source,

and N_ is that of the wave which rotates to the left,

while N is the index of refraction in the medium in the

absence of the magnetic field, we have

where c is the wave velocity in free space and w is the

angu~ar frequency of the propagated wave.

1 To give an order of magnitude of the rotation angle O, in glass
about 30,000 times as thick as the wavelength, the maximum rotation
observed after one crossing was 120 in a field of several thousand
Gauss.
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It follows from the above that the angle of rotation

e= L ~(N.” – fv+) ; . (2)

The problem of predicting the magnitude of the mag-

netic rotation of the plane of polarization of a linearly

polarized em wave traversing a certain transparent

medium is reduced to the determination of the refrac-

tive indices !1’– and N+, that is to say, of the velocities

of the two oppositely rotating- circular waves which com-

pose it.

This assumes that the medium is equally transparent

for these circularly polarized waves. Should the medium

be dichroic, however, then the rotated wave becomes

elliptical with its large axis in the rotated direction. The

angle of rotation remains, in general, little or unaffected.

Turning now to the medium of our immediate interest,

we shall have to define first the conditions of its trans-

parency for high radio frequency em waves.

THE IONIZED GAsEous MEDIUM

In an ionized gas there are, of course, free charge car-

riers of both sign. We shall consider here onl}- those

gases in which the free negative charges are free elec-

trons and not negative ions. Electrons in all velocity

ranges remain free in the inert monatomic gases and

only in certain inert molecular gases such as ~Y~. For

simplicity, we shall consider only the monatomic rare

gases, The reason for this is that ions, positive or nega-

tive, due to their heavy mass, are not capable of oscilla-

tions with any significant amplitude in high-frequency

em fields; thus, they do not directly affect high-fre-

quency wave propagation in ionized gaseous media;

only electrons are influential in determining propaga-

tion.

The region of an ionized gas where the free electron

density is equal or very nearly so to the density of the

positive ions is called a plasma. We shall be referring, in

what follows, to gaseous plasmas or to gaseous dis-

charge plasmas. In the latter case, the plasma is pro-

duced in the gas by electric fields, dc or ac (high or low

frequency).

The free charge densities in laboratory gaseous dis-

charge plasmas, n. and n+, are, in general, very much

smaller than the densities of the gas atoms <1~~,

(n./N. < 10-5).

A plasma can be considered as a mixture of gases.

This mixture is composed of the gas of the free electrons,

the gas of the positive ions, and that of the neutral

atoms (a fraction of which can be partly in short or

partly in long life excited states). For such a mixture we

can write the classical laws of the gas mixtures and

write, for instance, that the total pressure Pi is the sum

of the partial pressures of the constituent gases: Pt = pa

+P~+p+, or in term of the energy content in these

gases we have

Pt = NgkTg + n.kT. + n,kTf

where T, with the appropriate subscripts, represents

the “temperature” of these constituent gases respec-

tively. This assumes that the particles in each of these

gases have a Maxwellian distributio[l of velocity.

( Mu’
Then ——— =

)
;kT .

2

From a thermodynamic viewpoint, we have two es-

sentially different cases of interest: an isothermal

plasma where 2“. = T.+= T. = T or a nonisothermal

plasma where T, # T,, and T. # T+.

The plasma constituents are in continuous interac-

tion with each other. This interaction, with kinetic

energy exchange, takes place through collisions which

occur at a frequency generally designated by v, with the

appropriate subscript, u+~, v~—i, v~+i There is a direct

relation between the temperature of the constituent

gases and the collision frequency of the interacting par-

ticles. The most important relations of immediate im-

terest in gaseous discharge plasma in which electro-

magnetic wave propagation takes place are

()3kTe 112
V.-m GQ..iV, Oe = Q.LV, — * A ~Tel’2 (3)

m

if Q is independent of z,, .4 is constant. The collision

cross section Q is dependent on the nature of the gas.

(4)

where B is a constant, since the log term is very slowly

varying.

Thus

(5)

The interaction between the constituent gases implies a

tendency toward a (thermodynamic) temperature equi-

librium which can be reached, unless one of the constit-

uents is supplied, selectively, with some kinetic energy

—either continuously or otherwise. For instance, if a

plasma is produced and maintained by an electric field,

then the charges gain energy from the electric field up

to that steady-state value at which the energy gained

from the field equals the energy transferred to the other

constituents of the gas mixture. So in the steady state of

“running” (dc or ac) gaseous discharges, the electron

gas temperature is always higher than the temperatures

of the other constituents and Te>>Tb S T..

If, however, we remove the electric field that main-

tains a gaseous discharge and thus abandon the plasma

(to its fate), then the constituent gases can reach a tem-

perature equilibrium. It is understood that since in

2 The subscripts e-m, e-i, and e-e designate electron-molecule,
electron-ion, and electron-electron, respectively.
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such a plasma the free charges are being lost through

various processes and are not being replaced, the nball -

donecl plasma will decay,

In order to have a better understand ng of a gaseous

discharge plasma as a propagating medium of em waves,

it is advisable to inquire into the nature of the electronic

collisions with neutral gas atoms and with the other

charged constituents. In the presence of electric or elec-

tromagnetic field, the electrons acquire kinetic energy

between collisions, that is to say, during their free time

(~). This is the time the electrons spend on their free

path (Ae). The energy thus acquired is ordered kinetic

energy. If and when this ordered motion is interfered

with by a collision, the motion becomes disordered or

thermalized, and a fraction of the electron kinetic en-

ergy is lost to the partner with which the collisio]] took

place. The fraction of the energy transferred to a gas

molecule, in such a collision, depends upon whether the

electron kinetic energy is adequate or inadequate to

excite any- of the possible quantized states of the collid-

ing partner. If it is inadequate, the collision could only

be elastic, and the fraction of the electron energy lost on

the average is about 2m/.ll where .11, m are the masses

of the colliding partners, respectively. In the other case,

the collision may result with a certain probability in the

excitation of the atomic colliding partner. (Ionization is,

of course, a particular state of excitation. ) In that case,

a large fraction of the electron kinetic energy is lost.

It is then obvious that the nature of the gas (He, Ne, A,

Kr, Xe) and the pressure etc., play essential roles in the

behavior of such plasmatic media.

BEHAVIOR IN NIICROWAVE FI~I.DS

Let us consider the high-frequency behavior of gase-

ous discharge plasmas. In order to describe the wave

propagation properties of such a medium, we have to

determine the polarizability, or dielectric coefficient, the

conductivity, and the magnetic permeability of the

plasma, and their behavior in high frequency em fields.

As mentioned earlier, only the free electrons of the

plasma which are capable of oscillating with full ampli-

tude at high radio frequencies, affect microwave propa-

gation.

The conductivity of a free electron gas in vacuum,

in microwave fields of frequency ~, is imaginary

u =j(ne2/mti). The effective dielectric coefficient of free

space containing a gas of free electrons is

where co is the

In a plasma

with the other

complex.

.s n. e2
—=1–——) (6)
co cOPit w%

dielectric constant of free space.

where the gas of free electrons interacts

plasma constituents, the conductivity is

u, = u, + J“wi (7)

(the subscripts c, r, i designate complex, real, and in~agi-

nary, respectively).

The complex conductivity of a plasma in the absence

of any magnetic field as calculated by Nlargenau? and

(Ginsburg,:{ is shown in f~ig. 1.

4 Cndt,
u’=— —–- [K,($,) – jx,’/’K,($,)])] (8)

3 ~2~mKT

where

m(aA) 2
~1=———

2kT

n.= electron density,

m = electron mass,

e = electro]l charge,

L = electron mean free path,

k = Boltzrnann’s constant,

T= temperature (“K).
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Fig. l—complex conductivity of u phsma (after i?kwgenau’).

The functions Kz(xJ and A“,/2(x,) are plotted on Pig. 1.

This formula of the complex conductivity of a gaseous

plasma is approximated by the following simplified for-

mula adequate for a general discussion:

tt,e2

[

v
(rc = —. —___ _ .lti

m V2 + ~2 1 (9)

where v is the total collision frequency of the electrons.

The magnetic permeability of a plasma of relatively low

charge density is, essentially, that of free space in the

absence of any magnetic held.

It is seen that both the real and imaginary parts of the

complex conductivity are dependent on the electron

density nc and the electron collision frequency v. The

real part of the conductivity is maximum for v =u, in

which case, u,/~~ = 1.

At this point it is apparent that there are two plasma

states of interest: 1) u,/u~<<l and 2) u,/a,Al. In the first

case v/w <1 and the plasma can be considered as a di-

electric medium with a coefficient e in the sense of

electrostatics.

s H. lUargenau, Phys. Rev., vol. 69, p. 510; 1946.
v. Ginsbunz. 1. Pk.. U. S.S.R., vol. 8, P. Z5S; 1944. (III E@sh.)
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e 47ru; 47rn,e2 1
— =l– — =l– —-

Vz+@z” (’o)
=l– —w~

~o w m vi-d

with

kr~~.ez
= WP2.

m

Whether in the absence of magnetic fields this dielectric

plasma is transparent for em waves of frequency w de-

pends upon the sign of e/cO. This is determined by the

ratio of tiP2/u2 +V2.

The two extreme cases of interest mentioned from the

viewpoint of v and w are 1) v/w <1 and 2) v/ti> 1.

Case 1) indicates that the electrons are undergoing

many oscillations per collision, which corresponds in

general to low gas pressure and/or high frequencies,

whereas case 2) indicates that the electrons undergo

many collisions per oscillation. This case corresponds in

general to high gas pressure and/or low-frequency oscil-

latory fields. In general, plasma conditions satisfying

case 1) are selected for microwave frequency propaga-

tion in plasmas [although for certain cases; e.g., case 2),

could be more favorable]. In this case V2<<U2 and the real

part of the conductivity is directly proportional to the

electron density n, and the electron collision frequency

v. The dielectric coefficient and, therefore, the wave

propagation conditions, are controlled by the ratio of

the plasma frequency to signal frequency. In particular,

for frequencies lower than plasma frequency, no true

propagation takes place since the phase velocity of the

wave becomes imaginary.

C2
V,hz z (11)

l–~

Under these conditions the plasma defines boundaries

for wave propagation. This is the case of the ionosphere

for the lower frequency ionospheric waves. However,

these em waves still penetrate the plasma and progress

in it with decreasing amplitude. The amplitude is de-

creased to I/e of its value in a distance

()

–1/2

d=: l–~
Wp fJJP2

so that for ti<<tiP, d approaches l/27r X~ (free space) for

radiation at the plasma frequency.

Since the plasma frequency is proportional to the

square root of the electron density—a parameter essen-

tially controllable—conditions for propagation of micro-

waves, or if desired, conditions for no propagation, can

be adjusted at will. This control of wave propagation

can be exercised on microsecond or shorter time scales,

which makes this extremely flexible medium suitable for

such wave propagation control.

Now for signal frequencies w> COPthe wave propagates

in the plasma. However, in view of the complex con-

ductivity of a plasma in microwave (em) fields, its index

of refraction is also a complex quantity.

X= N–jq,

where N is the ordinary index of refraction and g is the

extinction index.

So that the amplitude of a wave of the form

‘=a”exp[’w(’:z)l
propagating in the z direction, that can also be written

as

‘=a”ex’(-%‘ex+w(’-w
decreases as the wave progresses in the medium.

This attenuation is due to dissipation of em energy in

the medium through the agency of the electrons. Under

the above conditions of V2<<U2, attenuation is controlled

by both n. and v.

GASEOUS DISCHARGE PLASMAS IN DC OR

SLOWLY VARYING MAGNETIC FIELDS

In the absence of a magnetic field an unbounded

plasma is isotropic for em wave propagation, The dis-

persion relation for such a plasma is given in (11), for

negligible collisional losses. If we now place the plasma

in a finite dc or slowly varying magnetic field, such that

the field direction is parallel or antiparallel to the direc-

tion of em wave propagation, then the propagating

properties of such a medium are modified in two essen-

tial ways:

1) The medium is no longer isotropic. It behaves as a

uniaxial crystal. Indeed, propagation in any material

medium is dependent upon the electric and magnetic

polarizability of the medium. In the plasma, the msg.

netic polarization can be disregarded since the spin con-

tribution to the permeability is largely negligible. The

contribution of the orbital diamagnetic electron current

loops can also be neglected, since, for conditions outside

of the cyclotron resonance, the total diamagnetic mo-

ment of the Maxwell distributed free electron gas is zero.

Neglecting losses, which in a way implies low level
..-

microwaves in practice, the electric induction D = eE +P

will largely control the wave propagation in the plasma.

Now, since the magnetic field applied in the z direction

causes the electrons to describe circular orbits around

the dc magnetic field, the high-frequency electric field of

the wave, here normal to the dc magnetic field, will de-

velop a component of motion at right angles to itself

and in time quadrature with it.

This can be expressed in the following matrix repre-

sentation:
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where we have assumed:

OJH=~E7~p and -Y = gyromagnetic ratio of electron. It is

seen that in the gas plasma it is the dielectric constant

which is a tensor as compared to the permeability tensor

in the ferromagnetic substances.

2) The plasma frequency has lost direct control of

the propagation of plane polarized em waves. The gyro-

frequency of the electrons COJI, now contributes to this

control.

If the wave is plane polarized and thus composed of

two oppositely rotating circularly polarized waves, it is

rotated in its progression in the medium; the circularly

polarized waves having different phase velocities. The

dispersion relation—again for u/u < l—--becomes

The minus sign before ti~ applies if the electric vector of

the wave rotates in the same sense as the gyrating elec-

trons. This circular wave is the equivalent in optics to

the extraordinary wave, in opposition with the other

(or plus) wave called the ordinary wave.

The above relation can also be written as:

(14)

where

This now shows more clearly whether propagation can

take place depending upon the value of UP2/(OJ’)2.

Eq. (13) invites the following remarks. 1) For zero

magnetic field we have (11) (that is co’ =CJ). For zero

plasma frequency, the propagation is that in vacuum.

For infinite magnetic field, whatever the plasma fre-

quency, it is the same as in vacuum.

2) The angle of rotation of the Iillear wave, observed

at a distance L inside the plasma for each value of the

magnetic field, depends upon the electron density in the

plasma; this angle is being determined by the difference

in the refractive indices of the two oppositely rotating

circular waves, that compose the linearly polarized

wave.

3) The angle of rotation varies rapidly in the vicinity

of the plasma frequency, which is one of the proper fre-

quencies of the magnetic field permeated plasma. This

is, of course, akO the case for @x@H.

4) It is also apparent that for certain values of @H/(~

and coP2/u2 resonance conditions prevail. In addition to

the electron cyclotron resonance, a plasma resonance

can also be observed. This resonance is called the mag-

neto-plasma resonance, since for any value of the di-

mensionless parameter of wP2/u2, it is a function of the

magnetic field intensity.

The discussion of the case of a loss-less unbounded

infinite plasma, even though unrealistic, is extremely

useful in that it points out the basic wave propagation

properties of such a medium when used in any practical

form.

GUIDED WAVE PROPAGATION IN PLASMAS

Guided microwave propagation through gaseous dis-

charge plasmas is, in several respects, different from

plane wave propagation in unbounded plasmas. How-

ever, since the basic properties of such a medium in a

waveguide even though bounded remain large] y un -

affected, the propagation phenomena do not differ in

their essential features from the unbounded case.

Here, wave propagation is, of course, dependent upon

waveguide geometries, the waveguide modes. Phase ve-

locity of the em waves (guide wavelength) and wave-

guide cutoff condition are important parameters of the

problem.

The detailed theoretical aspects of Faraday rotation

of guided waves through gyromagnetic media and to

some extent gyromagnetic (gaseous) plasmas—outside

of the scope of this paper—have been discussed in par-

ticular by Suhl and Walker4 in this country and also by

a group of French Workers.s It does not appear to be

fruitful to elaborate on these in this paper.

However, before describing typical guided wave nor~-

reciprocal propagation and resonance experiments in

plasmas and discussing their possible applications, it

seems worthwhile to point out that, in general, the ex-

perimental conditions, for which results are presented

below, justify the approximations of the theory with re-

gard to the use of “quasi” TEH waves in a plasma filled

circular waveguide on a length of the order of 1–2 free

space wavelength, even though rigorously the circular

waves are not true modes of propagation in the plasma

filled guide that is immersed in a longitudinal magnetic

field.

We also would like to draw attention to the action of

an applied magnetic field (whose intensity is varied) cm

the plasma itself in the absence of any electromagnetic

energy.

1 H. !%hl and L. R. Walker, Bell. Sys. Tech. J., vol. 33, pp. 579,
939, and 113.3; 1954.

~ M. Bonnet, M. Matriccm, and R. Roubine, Ann. TelecommtL?s.,
vol. 10, p. 150; 1955.
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EXPERIMENTS ON GUIDED MICRO\V.kVE PROPAGATION

THROUGH MAGNIZTIC FIELD PROIJUCIID .ANIso-

TROITC G.ISEOUS DISCHARGIZ PLASMAS

In what follows we shall describe and illustrate ex-

periments of Faraday rotation and ,gyroresonance in

circular or other waveguide geometries with two differ-

ent types of plasmas: 1) isothermal at room temperature

and 2) dc or ac maintained nouisothermal plasmas. Both

are under widely varied conditions of plasma frequen-

cies and electron collision frequencies (nature and pres-

sure of the gases in which the plasmas were produced).

These experiments were carried out with microwaves

in the C-band (5000 mc) and X-band (9000 mc) fre-

quencies.

The waveguide Faraday effect consists of the rotation

of the w-hole field pattern of the linearly polarized TEll

waves. The plane of the maximum electric field in this

angularly dependent mode, which is along a diametral

line, is taken as its plane of polarization. By rotation of

the wave by an angle O is meant a rotation by that angle

of the whole 5 eld pattern and consequently that of the

plane of polar-ization (maximum E field).

For O= 90°, linearly polarized TEll waves are in irlde-

pendent states of polarization—there being a twofold

degeneracy. Any TE1l wave in any state of polarization

may be regarded as composed of two such independent

TEII component modes of appropriate amplitudes and

phases. Circular polarization of a TEII wave as well as

linear polarization is therefore possible. Consequently,

polarization transformations also can be produced.

For magneto-rotation experiments, a cylindrical gase-

ous discharge tube is located coaxially in a cylindrical

waveguide in which TEII waves are propagated at a low

power level. The rf waves were either cw or pulsed. The

tube lengths were of the order of 1–2 free space wave-

lengths completely immersed in a longitudinal magnetic

field. The magnetic Feld for the C-band experiments

was produced by solenoids surrounding the gas dis-

charge tube filled portion of a cylindrical waveguide.

The notations u =coI~/o and g =uP/u are used in the

figures. The typical results below on magneto-rotation

are relative to isothermal gaseous plasmas at room tem-

perature (w300”K). These plasmas are obtained in the

afterglow period of a decaying gaseous discharge. Fig. 2,

opposite, shows the Fm-ada}- rotation of guided waves

through an isothermal helium plasma at 300°K in a

longitudinal magnetic field as a function of electron

density. Fig. 3 illustrates the magneto-rotation of TEII

linear polarized waves through a neon plasma as a frmc-

tion of magnetic field for various gas pressures. It is

apparent that an increase in the electron collision fre-

quency (corresponding to an increase in gas pressure)

reduces the amount of r-otation obtainable with a given

value of magnetic field. Fig. 4 is a comparison of the

measured angle of rotation of a linear TEll wave with

the calculated angles obtained from direct measurements

of the phase velocities of the two circularly polarized

TErl waves. As one would expect, the agreement is quite

good, Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are plots of the rotation angle

vs maxnetic field for various electron densities and

gas pressures. Fig. 7 indicates the insertion loss for the

two waves and illustrates how such an effect could be

used as an isolator. Fig. 8 shows the ellipticity of the

linear incident wave after passing through a plasma for

various values of electron density or time after the dis-

charge occurred. Fig. 9 demonstrates the variation of

the TE1l wave amplitude which is reflected after it has

traversed the plasma as measured by an antenna per-

pendicular to the launching antenna, as a function of the

angle of rotation of the TE1l wave. This indicates the

nonreciprocal properties of an anisotropic plasma when

used as a propagation medium.

RESON.WCLC PHENOIIENA IN GYROMAGNETIC

PLASMAS AT MICROWAVE FREQUENCIES

Since large rotation angles are obtained in the vicinity

of a proper frequency of the anisotropic medium, it is of

multiple interest to study the medium behavior for sig-

nal frequencies in the vicinity of these proper frequen-

cies. The plasma frequency corresponding to each value

of the surrounding magnetic field and the gyrofre-

quency of the electrons are such proper frequencies. This

leads us to investigate the corresponding magneto-

plasma and pure cyclotron resonances in the arliso-

tropic plasmas.

The resonances for C- and X-band microwaves were

studied in dc and pulsed (decaying) gaseous discharge

plasmas permeated by dc or ac magnetic fields.

While neglecting electron collisional effects in plasmas

in pure Faraday rotation for low level, rf waves can be

justified in many practical cases, this can no longer be

justified, however, when resonance conditions prevail in

the gyroplasma. The electron collision frequency then

becomes a controlling parameter, hence in the region of

resonance all propagation effects become increasingly

nonlinear. This implies that wave propagation under

these conditions becomes very power level dependent

(in these experiments even on the milliwatt power

levels).

Indeed the width of the cyclotron resonance of the

electrons is determined by 2v/ti. It is, therefore, a func-

tion of the nature of the gas, the pressure, the tempera-

ture of the electron gas consequently of the power level

of the rf wave.

All other conditions being equal, the cyclotron reso-

nance width will be in general broader in dc discharges

than in lower electron temperature plasmas. This is

illustrated in Fig. 11. Considering for instance the

x component of the real part of the magneto-plasma

conductivity (tensor)

?Lev= ne2

[

I+jcd/v
g,%. ———.. —-.————_

1<.; = m v

“-1

1. (15)

1 + (w’ – w’) 1- + 2:-
v~ v

Introclucing the dimensionless quantities a, b, we have
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UT% I+az+b’
—

‘l+ b2–a2+4a2
(16)

Uo

where a =u/v and b ‘~H/v, and ne2/mv =UO, the dc con-

ductivity of the plasma.

For the extraordinary wave undergoing resonance,

this is reduced to cr,/uo = +. This formula simplifies for

the case of v = v.–,,, +V,–i and can be written as

nez
g,z = — —.

m(ve_m+ Vei)
In a gas pressure range above 1 mm Hg, in general,

vC_~ > Ve_t. The controlling factor is the collision fre-

quency of the electrons with neutral gas molecules. For

very low gas pressures, ( < 1/10 mm Hg) and low-level

(C-band) rf signals but adequately large n, v._~ <u+,.

Then for the extraordinary wave u,= ne2/vz. v,–,.

v,–., = A ““’n{%’6(2%+;)’2}’17)T=312

neglecting the slowly varying logarithmic factor,

Ve_L=C(ni/T$/2). Hence

Ie’n
ur = — —. —. ’e812N

= c’. j“e312

C m ni

Here .-1, B, C, and C’ are constants, so that the resonance

absorption for the above case is essentially independent

of the number density of the charges and increases with

increasing electron temperature, consequently with rf

power level.

Resonance experiments have been performed in cylin-

drical, rectangular, and square waveguides. The gaseous

discharge tubes, generally of glass, in the rectangular

and square waveguides were either coaxial with the

waveguide or perpendicular to the axis of the waveguide.

A slowly varying low-intensity ac magnetic field (also

longitudinal) was superimposed on the dc magnetic field

and this was used in the detailed exploration of the reso-

nances produced by the main dc magnetic field. Reso-

nance experiments at X-band (8–10 kmc) frequencies

made use of pulsed magnetic fields. Fig. 10 and Fig. 11

show resonance curves for dc discharge plasmas in X-

band rectangular waveguide. Fig. 12 illustrates the tube

geometry used in these experiments. Fig. 13 indicates

the time sequence of the pulsed operations. Fig. 14 il-

lustrates the magneto plasma and cyclotron resonances

as a function of electron density and incident rf power.

Fig. 15 demonstrates the effect on the plasma of the rf

input power level. As can be seen on the first trace of

each set, at a power level of 6 mw, the plasma properties

change through resonance absorption heating of the

electron gas.

APPLICATIONS

The anisotropic gaseous plasma lends itself to appli-

‘ cations, in low-level rf wave propagation control, simi-

Propagafion in Ionized Gaseous Media
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(a) 4-mm Hg, 175 ~sec delay.
Sweep Speed 40 psec/div.

(b) 10-mm Hg, 200 psec delay.
Sweep Speed 30 psec/div.

(c) 20-mm Hg, 350 psec delay.
Sweep Speed 30 gsec/div.
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lar to those in which ferrites are used, with no limita-

tions of frequencies.

For pulsed rf waves decaying gyroplasmas may be

more advantageous than stationary media. With pulsed

magnetic fields, isothermal gyroplasmas may be used, in

particular, for rapid broad-band spectrum analvsis. The

limitation on the bandwidth is determined by the wave-

guiding structure containing the magneto plasma. The

fact that a gaseous discharge plasma can be established

in any desired charge density state on microsecond or

shorter time scale and be removed from that state on an

equally short time scale makes the ionized gaseous

medium a very flexible one whose potentialities have not

been, as vet, explored to any great extent or even recog-

nized by microwave engineers.
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The Three-Level Solid.State Maser*
H. E. D. SCOVIL~

Surnmarg-This article gives an introduction to amplification by

solid-state maser techniques. Emphasis is placed on the three-level

solid-state maser. The relevant physical properties of paramagnetic

salts are discussed. The basis of the three-level excitation method is
reviewed. Some design considerations are given. The design and
performance characteristics of a particular device are mentioned.

INTRODUCTION

M
ASERS (microwave amplifier by stimulated

emission of radiation) offer the possibility of

amplification with very low-noise figures. With

suitable regeneration they may be converted into oscil-

lators having a high degree of spectral purity.

The interaction medium consists of “uncharged” mag-

netic or electric dipoles. It is partially because of the

lack of any charge fluctuations that these devices may

exhibit low-noise characteristics. The medium is main-

tained in such a state that it presents negative loss or

gain to incident radiation.

Beam-type masers,l because of their high stability,

make excellent frequency standards. It is, however, just

the properties that give them high stability, namely a

high molecular Q and a fixed frequency, that limit their

versatility as easily tunable broad-band amplifiers. In

these respects solid-state masers offer advantages. The

three-level maser now appears to be the most useful of

the solid-state types since it amplifies in a continuous

manner and its high permissible spin concentration

leads to relatively large gain bandwidth products.

* Manuscript received by the PGMTT, September 23, 1957.
t Bell Telephone Labs. Inc., Murray Hill, N. J.
‘ J. P. Gordon, H. J. Zeiger, and C. H. Townes, “The maser —new

type of microwave amplifier, frequency standard, and spectrometer, ”
Phys. Rev., vol. 99, pp. 1264-1274; August, 1955.

A review article on masers by Wittke has appearedl. 2

It discusses the basic fundamentals as well as giving a

brief description of each type. The purpose of the pres-

ent article is to discuss in more detail the three-level

sol id-state maser.

The next section reviews some of the physical proc-

esses involved in the operation of the device. The follow-

ing section discusses the three-level excitation method

and the properties of suitable materials. Some remarks

are then made about design considerations and the de-

sign and performance of a particular 6-kmc device is

mentioned.

PROIWRTIES AND IPRCKXSSF.S OF THE M m)[mf

General Remarks

The maser medium consists of an ensemble of atomic

magnetic moments or ‘<spins” in the solid state. The

individual dipo~es may take up only certain discrete or

“allowed” energy states as a result of interaction with

crystalline electric and applied magnetic fields.

Since the medium chosen is such that the mutual in-

teraction between dipoles is weak, the entire ensemble

may be treated statistically as though all of the par-

ticles are distributed over the allowed states of an indiv-

idual particle.

This system is referred to as the spin system. Inter-

actions occur within the spin system and between the

spin and the remainder of the crystal lattice as well as

with a radiation field. These interactions are now dis-

cussed.

‘J. P. \Vittke, “Molecular amplification and generation of micro-
waves, ” PROC. IRE, vol. 45, pp. 291-316; March, 1957.


